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1: Maximizing Misfortune: Turning Life's Failures Into Success by Jerome Edmondson
Maximizing Misfortune can help erase the pain of personal loss and disappointment. Readers can learn how to
transform their misfortunes into fortunes, spiritually and materially, while climbing from the depths of rejection and failure
to a place of acceptance and success.

The price of a poorly designed chicken coop can be sick chickens , behavior problems such as feather picking
or egg-eating , losses to predators and overall frustration with what should be a fun and rewarding experience.
There will be additions, alterations and tweaks made to any coop along the way, but by keeping the following
suggestions in mind, the major pitfalls of a poorly designed chicken coop can be avoided and chicken keeping
will be very enjoyable. They grow at the speed of light and feather-weight baby chicks become poop and
dust-generating machines in just a few weeks! In we put our first coop at the bottom of the yard, which is a
wet location. Locate chicken coop at the top of a sloped yard, not the bottom. Locate the coop in a shady spot.
Super cold AND super hot seasons? Avoid low-lying areas that can flood. Plan a bigger coop than you think
you need. Hear me now, believe me later: Planning 6 chickens now? Build the coop for at least There will be
personnel additions to the flock! Elevating the coop also protects the bottom of the coop from wood rot.
Secure the bottom of raised coops with hardware cloth , not chicken wire, to prevent predators from using the
space as a hunting club or reaching a chicken inside the run. FLOOR Protect wood floors from moisture and
wood rot with inexpensive linoleum- it makes cleaning a breeze. Secure hardware cloth to the bottom of the
wood floor facing the ground to secure against chewing predators. Consider a lip at coop door thresholds to to
prevent litter from falling out. How far is the coop from the closest water source? In hot climates, a mister may
be necessary. In cold climates, shoveling, plowing, hauling water, feed and collecting eggs will be a major
burden if the coop is too far from the house. Make the coop accessible. Every inch of the coop should be
reachable not only for ease of cleaning, but for handling a sick or injured chicken. A small ramp ordinarily
leads out of the coop ino the run. Access to Chicken Run Make the door into the chicken run tall enough for
people to enter without causing head injuries. Much more about predator-proofing a chicken coop HERE.
Locks Opt for barrel locks, padlocks, or any other lock that requires multiple steps to unlatch. Raccoons can
operate simple locks and turn basic chicken coop door handles. In case of emergency, pull string! Plan an
Escape Formulate a human escape plan. Many chicken keepers have had the misfortune of locking themselves
inside the coop or run- plan a way out. Air flow is vitally important in all seasons: Egg production is triggered
by light â€” let it in! Install roosts higher than nest boxes. Chickens instinctively prefer to roost as high off the
ground as possible, if the nest boxes are higher than the roosts, chickens will sleep in the nest boxes and eggs
will be laid in an unsanitary environment. Removable roosts are easily cleaned and periodically replaced.
Scrape boards down each morning and add them to a compost pile. Nests can be at floor level or higher as
long as they are lower than the roosts. Safety in numbers, perhaps? Be creative with nest boxes, the options are
limitless: Provide an egg access door from outside the coop for ease of egg collection. Egg access door outside
the coop frees up valuable coop floor space and allows eggs to be collected in winter without letting any heat
out of the coop or tracking snow into it. Confined birds spend most of their days in the run. Free-range birds
spend little time in the run except during inclement weather. Plan a bare minimum space allocation of ten
square feet per bird in the chicken run for confined flocks. Free-range flocks will do well with less than 10 sq
ft per bird, but plan for inclement weather and build it as large as possible anyway. A spacious run gives
chickens the personal space and exercise opportunities that do not exist inside the average coop. Run Roof
Cover the chicken run. Covering the chicken run allows the chickens to utilize the outdoor space in inclement
weather. Roofing protects the flock from aerial predators while in the run. Roosting areas create additional
vertical space for confined chickens. Learn more about dust baths here. Free-range chickens find their own
emery boards in the yard. Read all about them here! In-law Apartment Create a small, hardware cloth
enclosure inside the coop to protect sitting hens, injured birds, introduce new flock members. Order your copy
of my bestselling book,.
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2: Travel tips to maximize fun, minimize misfortune â€“ Cathlena Hinkle
Maximizing Misfortune: Turning Life's Failures into Success. If you studied the early lives of David and Joseph in the
Bible it was the early years working the field and the dream of young Joseph that catapulted them to greatness and fit in
the sovereign plan of God.

Tweet Time maximization is something many people struggle with. The secret to maximizing your time
effectively is knowing what you want to do and when you will do it. If you want to join the ranks of the highly
successful, you must learn to maximize, not manage, time. It has been estimated how the average person
spends a typical life span of seventy years. For many, reaching the age of seventy they probably will spend
twenty-three years sleeping, sixteen years working, eight years watching television, six years eating, six years
travelling, four and a half years on leisure activities, four years being sick, and two years getting dressed. The
average person spends six months of his or her life on spiritual activities. If you sum up the numbers the result
will be seventy years-and then life on earth is over. Time is synonymous with life; Life is measured with time.
Time is your most precious resource; it is your most valuable asset. Time is irreplaceable and unrepeatable.
Life is an opportunity of time allocated to us with a purpose to discover and fulfill; Life is a domain assigned
to us with a specific time-frame in which to make our contribution in the world and leave it better than we met
it. Therefore, we do not have any time to lose but rather we have all the time allocated to us to use. Our desire
should be for Life to use us up before we are taken up. However, in order to make the preceding statement a
reality we need to invest our time rather than spend it. The end product of an invested time is a fulfilled and a
rewarding life; the end product of time spent is a life of regret that cannot be remedied. The value you attach
to time will be the corresponding value that you will command in life. The Universal Law of value states: Do
not waste your thoughts on ideas that are not worthy. Do not waste your energies on activities which are not
worthy. Every aspect of the Law of value revolves around time; thoughts, actions and substance. The use of
your money will determine the use of your time. Without vision or purpose for your life, time has no meaning.
A successful life is built on a plan or blueprint every other thing revolves around it. About eight to ten hours is
utilized for work. Free time is an opportunity to invest in you and others; acquiring additional education or
knowledge, rendering of service and creating goodwill. Work should be fun and fun should be work. Truly
successful people love their work; they engage in a work that taps into their passion. However, if you are
engaged in a job that you do not like; that does not tap into your passion then take a clue from Henry Ford. But
he had a vision of manufacturing cars, so he utilized his free time each evening for three years to create the
first Ford car. His free time was indeed an opportunity time. Therefore, guard your time for out of it
determines the quality of your life. There are buttons below for this easy to use too!
3: Chicken Coop Design Essentials, Details and Luxuries Guide
Rent Maximizing Misfortune 1st edition () today, or search our site for other textbooks by Jerome Edmondson. Every
textbook comes with a day "Any Reason" guarantee. Published by Destiny Image Publishers.

4: Jerome Edmondson (Author of Maximizing Misfortune)
Misfortune has overcome you for the last time! Disappointment will never control your destiny again! Frustration will no
longer have a stronghold on your future! Now you can turn the frustrating circumstances of life into opportunities for
success and.

5: Maximizing Your Time â€¢ MySchoolGist
Maximizing Misfortune: Turning Life's Failures into Success by Jerome Edmondson Now you can turn the frustrating
circumstances of life into opportunities for success and tangible growth. You will watch yourself grow emotionally,
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spiritually, and practically.

6: What's Wrong With Missed Fortune
Maximizing Misfortune: Turning Life's Failures into Success. Misfortune has overcome you for the last time!
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